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Farm Works View

• Import/export farm maps from different online sources. • The main advantage of this application is the ability to visualize the farm
map in Google Earth 11. Farm Works View is a handy application designed to help you view and print farm maps for precision
farming devices. The user can also create a database with the farms, fields and other resources required for the project. The generated
list of resources can be exported to a large number of farming devices and machines. Farm Works View Description: • Import/export
farm maps from different online sources. • The main advantage of this application is the ability to visualize the farm map in Google
Earth 12. Farm Works View is a handy application designed to help you view and print farm maps for precision farming devices. The
user can also create a database with the farms, fields and other resources required for the project. The generated list of resources can
be exported to a large number of farming devices and machines. Farm Works View Description: • Import/export farm maps from
different online sources. • The main advantage of this application is the ability to visualize the farm map in Google Earth 14. Farm
Works View is a handy application designed to help you view and print farm maps for precision farming devices. The user can also
create a database with the farms, fields and other resources required for the project. The generated list of resources can be exported
to a large number of farming devices and machines. Farm Works View Description: • Import/export farm maps from different online
sources. • The main advantage of this application is the ability to visualize the farm map in Google Earth 15. Farm Works View is a
handy application designed to help you view and print farm maps for precision farming devices. The user can also create a database
with the farms, fields and other resources required for the project. The generated list of resources can be exported to a large number
of farming devices and machines. Farm Works View Description: • Import/export farm maps from different online sources. • The
main advantage of this application is the ability to visualize the farm map in Google Earth 16. Farm Works View is a handy
application designed to help you view and print
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- The main section of this application shows the main interface to manage resources and viewing of the created database. - The left
side of the application can be used to view the farm map or edit. - The right side shows all the resources of the farm map and the view
and print buttons. - The toolbar contains the buttons for the main and secondary views and the print dialog box. - The secondary
toolbar contains buttons to add and remove resources from the database. - When the farm map is selected the map can be zoomed or
centered. - The toolbar is customizable with icons. - The icon is a representation of the resource type. - A gray background in the
toolbars when all the options are grayed out. - The icons are similar to those of the Microsoft Excel: - Resources: details about the
resource (date created, date last modified, fields, mapping, available area, etc), description of the resource, ID, status (available or not
available), status when assigned, etc. - Resource Menu: this is a menu that appears when the cursor is over the resource. - Resources
List: the list of resources where you can edit properties of the resource and the options that can be selected to open the corresponding
dialog box for the resource (for example, for time and date resources, there is an option to open the map or a dialog box to edit the
properties of the resource). - Map: click the map to show the coordinates of the resource. - Geometry: it shows the shape of the farm.
- You can click the Geometry to show a polygon map of the farm. - You can also click the map to show the shape of the farm (a circle
of an area where the resource has been assigned). - You can also drag the shape of the map to change the location of the resources. -
The search button shows the farm map where the search term is present. - The status bar shows the status of the resources (available
or not available). - The toolbar is set by default to hide the right side. - A page of the farm map can be inserted in the toolbar. - The
farm map is selected when the cursor is on it. - In this case, the center and zoom of the map are selected. - To change the center and
zoom of the map, the map must be selected. - You can drag the map to see the center and zoom of the map. 1d6a3396d6
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4 Free to try Field On Fire Field On Fire is a simple, yet very functional, instrument for analyzing and evaluating the quality of
harvested crops. It provides all the features needed for gathering data and processing information, including the ability to import the
results of processing, export them to a spreadsheet and visualize the generated graphs on a map. Field On Fire Description: 1 Free to
try Field Manager Field Manager is an advanced tool that allows you to control all activities on the fields. The interface is simple and
intuitive. The basic functions include: working with the list of fields; processing of input data; managing maps of the fields; managing
and calculating crop growth; generating reports. Field Manager Description: 2 Free to try Farm Modeler Farm Modeler is a tool for
managing entire farms. It is easy to create, manage and design farm maps. Farm Modeler Description: 3 Free to try Farm Trip
Tracker The Farm Trip Tracker allows you to create a database of trips and optimize the time spent on the farm. It offers the
following features: view trips; view list of trips; view, edit, update or delete trips. The tool also allows you to: create trips; view
schedule; view the time spent on different farms; optimize the time spent on the farms. Farm Trip Tracker Description: 1 Free to try
FARMWORKS View The main purpose of this tool is to view the information about farm fields or the farm resource that is a part of
the farm resource list. FARMWORKS View Description: 1 Free to try FarmWorks View FarmWorks View allows you to view and
manage the information about farms, including: list of farms, fields, and other resources required for the project. The list of resources
can be exported to a wide range of farming devices and machines. FarmWorks View Description: 1 Free to try GrowView GrowView
is a simple tool for monitoring crop growth. It allows you to view all the data related to the crop and visualize it on a map. GrowView
Description: 1 Free to try iFarm iFarm is a simple tool designed to help you organize, analyze and process the data generated by your
farming machines and devices. The tool offers a number of basic functions and can display all the results of processing. iFarm
Description
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System Requirements For Farm Works View:

Minimum: - 12 GB of available hard drive space - 8 GB of RAM - Microsoft Windows 7 (64-bit), Windows 8 (64-bit), Windows 8.1
(64-bit), or Windows 10 - NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon HD 5870, or NVIDIA GeForce GTX 550 Ti or AMD
Radeon HD 7870 - Intel Core i3 or AMD FX processor Recommended: - 16 GB of RAM - Microsoft Windows 7 (64-bit),
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